
 

 

The Story of the Imbali After Care Initiative 

On the 15th of January 2014 the Imbali after care center opened its doors in 

the small village of Kylemore just outside Stellenbosch. Teacher Carol Jobe 

awaited the little ones with open arms, a big smile and, of course, lots of 

energy and ideas!! 

The after care center caters for 25 children, ages 5 to 6, every afternoon of the 

week from 1pm to 4:30pm. The center provides food, educational stimulation, 

fun, sport and life skills programs.  In a nutshell -a safe place where 

children can be loved, nurtured and stimulated to develop and grow as best 

they can. 

 

How did it all start? 

The Steyn family moved into the 

Banhoek valley in the middle of 

2012. They immediately fell in 

love, not only with the farms and 

mountains of the valley but also 

with the quaint village of 

Kylemore.  

Marietjie, an educational psychologist, offered her services at the local 

primary school as a counselor. In the months that followed, she became aware 

of the desperate situation that some children found themselves in. Parents 

working long hours, poverty and substance abuse led to many kids roaming 

the streets - hungry, bored and often feeling unloved and unwanted. Such 



children often find solace in groups. In similar situations and together, they 

get involved in crime, sexual promiscuity and substance abuse. 

After being part of an after care center in an informal settlement in 

Zandspruit, Johannesburg for 10 years, Marietjie had seen the fruit of such a 

project and knew that this was what the children of Kylemore needed. A 

place, away from the streets, where they would feel loved and cared for and 

be given food, attention and stimulation. But where to start? 

Imbali Western Cape, founded by Yvonne Wilson, is an established NGO in 

the Kylemore area and has been involved in art projects, job creation projects 

as well as sponsorship programs for the past 12 years. After meeting with 

directors Jeanne Bestbier-Bloch and Eva Williams - both from the valley- 

the door was opened to start the Imbali after care center. 

And this is where the true miracle started. Within a couple of weeks, women 

of the valley started opening their hearts to the project and offered to be part 

of the dream. Jocelyn Wilson, Judy-Ann van Zyl, Eva Williams, Cathy 

Davids and Anna Curtin all volunteered their different expertise and their 

time and together formed the Imbali after care management committee. After 

endless meetings and preparations, the dream slowly but surely became a 

reality. 

 

Our Dream 

We realize that we live in a 

community with brokenness and 

special challenges. We want to make a 

difference by working together and 

using whatever talents and gifts we 

have to bring about change and help 

heal and restore lives. We believe that 

by positively touching a life of a child, a ripple effect can be created that can 



extend to a wider community. We are comfortable with not having all the 

answers or solutions but to work with what we have and who we are. We trust 

in God to do the rest!! 

Vision 

The dream and vision of the Imbali 

after Care Centre is to improve the 

quality of the lives of school children 

living in the Kylemore area by 

providing them with a safe, 

stimulating and nurturing 

environment in the afternoons after 

school. Here they will have a sense of belonging and feel loved. They will 

have the opportunity to be educationally stimulated through literacy and 

numeracy programs. They will be able to do sport, art and other extra mural 

activities that they would not otherwise be exposed to. They will have the 

opportunity to develop their natural talents and gifts and become balanced 

and productive adults that can make a difference in their community. We see 

ourselves as partners of the current educational institutions in the village as 

well as the parents and want to support them where they do not have the 

time or expertise to develop the children further. 

 

 

 

Mission 

To achieve the above vision the 

following will be our mission: 

• To provide a safe 



environment where trained child care workers can work with small 

groups of children. 

• To provide a nurturing and loving environment.  An environment in 

which the children will feel a sense of belonging and that they are 

loved and cared for.  This will be achieved by trained professionals as 

well as always having small groups per teacher- not more than 25 

children to one teacher. 

• To provide quality educational stimulation and programs. There will 

be extra literacy and numeracy programs as well as a program by our 

trained teacher to enhance the children’s school work, reading and 

numeracy abilities. 

• To provide an opportunity for different sport and art activities.  This 

will mainly be done with the help of professional organizations that 

will volunteer time on a weekly basis to provide the children with 

these facilities. 

• To provide parental guidance and support.  We commit to parent 

sessions - individual as well as in groups.  We will involve parents in 

weekly programs like reading and playing.  Our aim is to equip parents 

with better parenting skills as well as to assist in improving the parent 

child relationship. 

• To provide spiritual life skills programs where children will be exposed 

to and taught about the right values and skills according to the 

Christian faith. 

• To provide a fun filled, joyful environment where children can be 

children and feel comfortable to express themselves and have fun. 

• Annual camps and outings during school holidays will also form part 

of the program. The idea is to expose children to a bigger world out 

there and to make them excited about life and to dream and have hope 

about their future. 

 



Our needs 

We want to gradually fill the after care from 

bottom up- giving space to more children 

every year. So next year we want to continue 

with the current class and add another 

group of 5 to 6 year olds. For this we need an 

extra teacher. The more teachers we can 

afford, the more children we can accommodate. We do not want our ratio to 

be more than 25 kids per teacher. 

Food, stationary, art and sport equipment will be continuous monthly 

expenses. Camps, outings, special treats, Christmas parties will be extra 

bonuses. 

 

Our fundraising plans 

We want to start creating an awareness of 

what we are doing and how people can get 

involved by having cheese and wine 

evenings -first for the residents of the 

Banhoek valley and then to a wider group.  

We are also starting a quarterly second hand goods market in Kylemore to 

cover smaller expenses. 

 

Parties already involved: 

 

We have the following individuals and organizations involved as volunteers: 

• David-John van Wyk: David a citizen of Kylemore  He is a qualified 

high school teacher and has a great heart for community upliftment. 

David is currently the chess coach and teaches chess skills for the little 

ones.. 



• Zuzanka Jansen van Rensburg is a qualified dance teacher. She 

teaches dance lessons once a week. 

• Maties Child Kinetics: Maties child kinetics department has adopted 

Imbali after care center as their outreach project.They come once a week 

to present a gross motor program to the children, this includes 

perceptual skills, midline crossing and fine motor skills. They give a 

weekly and quarterly progress report to the project and the parents. 

• Imbali Western Cape: Imbali Western Cape is the bigger NGO that looks 

after this project. They give daily health muffins as well as two cooked 

meals per week They also sponsor 6 children R60 per month to be part 

of the after care center. 

• Project Isizwe: Is a NGO that promotes free WIFI use for individuals and 

organizations. They have adopted us as part of their community projects 

and have installed a WIFI connection. This has enable us to start an 

internet-based literacy program called Reading eggs a part of our 

weekly program. 

• Readings eggs: Readings Eggs is a computerized literacy enhancement 

program. Three of our staff members have been trained to facilitate this 

program. Currently we have 10 children sponsored to receive reading 

eggs classes twice a week.  

 

 

Management of our project 

 

The after care center has a management committee that consists of 8 

volunteers all living in and around the Banhoek valley. Jane Plantinga and 

Willemien van Wyk joined the original group of ladies early in 2014. This 

committee manages the project on a day to day basis as well as look at the 

daily accounting and financial needs. Some of these committee members are 

part of the bigger Imbali Western Cape NGO management committee. This 

enables them to report back to the bigger organization on the needs and 

progress of the after care center. It also enables us to use the facilities of the 

auditing company that looks after their accounting and financial needs as 

well as the website and other marketing opportunities. 

 

How to get involved 



# Sponsor a child for R250 per month: This will include food, access to all 

extra mural activities, camps, parental support, outings and reading support 

programs. A sponsor can choose to know the child and have contact with the 

child on birthdays, Christmas party etc or be anonymous. 

# Give your time and expertise: If you have time to spare (half an hour/hour 

a week), come and share your talent or come and read or come and play. 

Chess, tennis, cycling, dancing- these kids are hungry for any form of 

stimulation and play. Bring your own kids along and introduce them to 

community work and how one can make a difference in and around your 

area. Offer your services on the management committee- accounting, website, 

newsletters, fundraising. Bring your colleagues and treat the children to a 

special afternoon of fun activities! 

# Once-off donations or specific donations. If you want to donate a sum of 

money and feel passionately that it must go to a specific cause, you can let us 

know. Donate towards a teacher’s salary, camp, outing or specific items on our 

needs list. 

# Become a friend of the Imbali after care center. We will send newsletters 

and keep you posted regarding any other needs and events. 

# Bring your second hand goods and spread the news. 

 

How to get involved as a school, church or other community organisation? 

 

# We really have a desire to expose our privileged children to other 

communities that in some way are in need. In this way we hope to help form 

hearts that will be more appreciative of what they have but also hearts that 

want to make a difference. We believe that through interaction with other 

cultures and communities, our children will become more open to embrace 

diversity and help to function a a healthier society.  

# There are several ways in which one can create opportunities for 

interaction. There can be outings, reading and play afternoons, food parcels-

where one child makes food for a friend in the project..Children from the 



school or congregation can also be encourage to do small tasks in order to save 

up some pocket money for the project. This can then be used for buying of 

stationary, books, toys ect that they personally wrap and give to their friend 

in the project. 

# We would also be privileged to be adopted as one of the church or school 

projects for fundraising purposes. . 

 

Our contact details 

Marietjie Steyn 082 337 6242 

e-mail: Marietjie.steyn@gmail.com 
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